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Thessaloniki will be the stage of the biggest anti-war rally concert in Greece on May 8th, organised

with the support of Brian Eno and Roger Waters, amongst others

Brussels, May 2d 2022

An anti-war rally concert will be held in Aristotelous Square in Thessaloniki on Sunday, May 8th at

4PM CET, with the participation of many surprise musicians from different music genres, from folk to

rock and jazz.

Organised by the Union of Musicians of Northern Greece, in collaboration with the Panhellenic

Musician Union and with the support of DiEM25 and MERA25 in Greece, the anti-war rally concert

aims at spreading a very clear message against the war in Ukraine, and against every invasion and

every expansionist and fascist policy.

The organisers and supporters also join forces to demand solidarity to all refugees at all times, no

matter what their country of origin is, and the abolishment of nuclear weapons as two measures that

can radically reduce the negative impacts of war in our world.

Dimitris Zervoudakis, President of Union of Musicians of Northern Greece, is available for interviews.

Phone: (+30) 6944467632

E-mail: dimzervoudakis@gmail.com
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Note to editors:

About DiEM25
DiEM25 is a pan-European movement of democrats, united under the conviction that the European
Union will only survive if it is radically transformed. The environmental, economic and coronavirus
crisis have shown what real solutions for the majority and not the minority can only come about if
we join forces across borders. This is the mission of DiEM25: through a coordinated effort, across
Europe, to unite citizens and create enough energy to save the EU from itself. The EU will unite or
disappear. We must act quickly, before it is too late: that is why we are the Democracy in Europe
2025 (DiEM25) movement.


